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Short summary 

Contemporary life is screen living. As the first of its kind in the Nordic region, the interdisciplinary 

project Screen Cultures therefore proposes to study the “major technological shifts” (Humaniora i Norge, 

Meld. St. 25, 2016-2017) reflected on or emitted from the screens that mediate our everyday life. It 

gathers a significant number of scholars at the Faculty of Humanities for a teaching-driven research 

initiative centred around an innovative international MA programme as a platform for research 

development. Through concrete courses and accompanying research nodes, entitled Screen Histories, 

Screen Theories, Screen Aesthetics, Screen Technologies, and Screen Politics, clusters of scholars will 

teach, develop and conduct research on our ubiquitous screens and their effects, aiming for major impact 

on students, screen studies, screen practice, and society at large.  

Participants 

Jon Inge Faldalen (project coordinator), Timotheus Vermeulen, Steffen Krüger, Gunnar Liestøl, Ove 

Solum, Liv Hausken, Cristina Archetti, Anders Fagerjord, Espen Ytreberg, Charles Ess, Kjetil Rødje, Gry 

Rustad, Synne Tollerud Bull, Anders Lysne, Yngvar Kjus, Anja Nylund Hagen, Elisabeth Brun, Andreas 

Ervik, Kim Johansen Østby, Sara Rundgren Yazdani, IMK; Sean Cubitt, IMK/Goldsmiths; Anne Jerslev, 

IMK/Copenhagen; John McNicol, IAKH; Jakob Lothe, Karin Kukkonen, Christian Refsum, Ljiljana 

Saric, Michael Lundblad, ILOS; Ina Blom, Pasi Väliaho, Susanne Østby Sæther, IFIKK; Dick 

Stegewerns, Siren Leirvåg, IKOS; Elisabeth Oxfeldt, Julianne Yang, ILN; Anne Gjelsvik, ILN/NTNU; 

Nanette Nielsen, IMV. 
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Extended synopsis 

Major social challenges, such as “Integration, migration, and conflict”, “Major technological shifts”, and 

“Climate, environment, and sustainability” (emphasized in Humaniora i Norge), form and enter cultures 

first and foremost through different screen mediations, on computers, smartphones, television and cinema 

screens, as for instance news, games, cartoons, e-books, fictional series, films, or documentaries. Screen 

Cultures intervenes in the social challenges of these major technological shifts. As Stephen Monteiro 

notes in his introduction to The Screen Media Reader, “Contemporary culture is screen culture, and it has 

become nearly impossible to separate our relationship with the screen from our sense of what it is to be 

alive.” (2017:1) Screens are sought out (cinema, television), passed (billboards, commercials), carried 

(laptop, phone), or worn (watch, glasses). We increasingly live our lives through screens, from the 

ubiquitous tablets to the GPS systems in cars to the fitness trackers people wear around their wrists – 

more often than not, moreover, we use these screens together. It is through a screen that we know about 

the refugee crisis. We find out that our flight is delayed via a message board. It may well be a text on your 

phone that alerts you an acquaintance has passed away. Climate change, love, food orders, stock markets, 

intricate operations, hotel reservations, the time, children’s education, sports scores, NASA pictures of 

Mars: So much of our daily experience is screened – yet we rarely stop to think about its implications. 

It is in this context that we argue for the development of Screen Cultures as the interdisciplinary 

study of screens and their distinct cultures. Our specific concern lies with the ways in which screens, as 

ubiquitous presences in our everyday lives, at once provide (the screen as window onto the world) and 

prohibit (the screen as buffer or barrier) access to our global social, political and economic realities large 

and small. Ecological tremors, terror threats, refugee crises, financial uncertainties and technological 

revolutions – these are only a few of the developments that the white paper of the Faculty of Humanities 

(HF) of the University of Oslo (UiO) lists as the “large global challenges” (HF2020) that academic 

research in the humanities is to face up to. Fundamentally, they are all funneled through the interfaces of 

our screens. Even if a major news event reaches us via radio first (while driving home from work, for 

example), we tend to immediately verify it by turning to our screen devices.  

The central question the project sets out to address is: How do the distinct qualities of screens and 

the conditions of viewing they afford affect the registration of events? How do flat screens communicate 

a phenomenon as complex as, say, climate change? What are the implications of learning about the 

refugee crisis on your phone, swiping from one vertical image to the next, one app to another, while 

getting off the bus. How do stock markets translate to urban billboards, health regimes to watches, the 

internet of things to your refrigerator pad? Each of these examples further begs the question: Do screens 

tell us where they themselves were made, under which conditions, by whom? As all these scenarios make 

manifest: In order to understand our lifeworlds, we need to inquire into the materialities – rituals, routines 

and use cultures – politics and aesthetics of screens in historically and culturally specific ways.  

As the first initiative of its kind in the Nordic region, this innovative, interdisciplinary study and 

research programme is uniquely placed both to create pioneering critical screen culture courses that offer 

Bildung for students as well as society at large, through collaborations, public lectures and events; and 

provide the opportunity for trailblazing research ideas, otherwise individually out of reach. Indeed, many 

HF scholars share long-standing teaching and research interests in screens and/or their images, but have 

mostly worked in isolation from one another.
1
 Our project proposes to bring their experiences and

expertise together, collaborating on both teaching and research. The critical mass of people is there 

1
 15 currently existing screen and moving image related courses at the Faculty of Humanities: Fiction and Film; Film Music; 

Film i Sentral-Europa og på Balkan: Historie, erindring og identitet; Historie på film; Contemporary Scandinavian Film: 

Cultural, Aesthetic and Literary Approaches; La grande bellezza: Italiensk film og fjernsyn i Roma; Archaeology of the 

Moving Image; Audiovisual Aesthetics; Filmhistorie; Alternativ film; Norsk film: historie og analyse; Digital fortelling – 

Webserien Skam; Bildedannelse – et universitet av bildemedier; Moving North; Screen Cultures.  
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already, but what is lacking is a critical arena for collaborative, interdisciplinary work that allows us to 

approach screens and their cultures from across multiple perspectives. As it stands the project includes 

contributions from IMK, IAKH, IFIKK, IKOS, ILN, ILOS, and IMV. The platform of this teaching-

driven research initiative is therefore the MA programme Screen Cultures, consisting of five new English 

language courses, whose dedicated teacher collectives – seminars and workshops with smaller groups of 

scholars with shared screen interests – will function as facilitators for research project development.  

It is our projection that at least two or three of the scholar clusters will result in larger 

interdisciplinary research projects financed by the NRC and the EU in the first five years of the project. 

Successful experiences from Screen Cultures – as a showcase for how research can spring from 

collaborative teaching (based on several concrete methods for creating “teaching-based research”, see 

some examples in the course descriptions below) – could be transferred to other parts of the Faculty as 

part of its broader “change of culture” and the University as a whole.  

Objectives 

A screen – this “surface for animation” (Acland) – means different things in different academic 

disciplines, with a myriad of historical, cultural, political, technological etc. concerns attaching 

themselves to the phenomenon. A primary concern for media studies might be less than secondary for art 

history; literature studies is interested in screens in a way very different from, say, area studies. One of the 

central aims of the Screen Cultures project is to bring these different concerns and interests together, 

bring them into dialogue and let them inform one another. This, we hope, will challenge, broaden and, 

ultimately, sharpen our understanding, not only of foundational concepts such as media, screen, image 

and representation, but also of the realities which the phenomena behind these concepts suggest and 

construct and thus lead to a more holistic and assured grasp of these realities and the lives they imply. In 

this way, we want to return to the humanities the critical authority that has been its mainstay through the 

ages. 

It is such critical authority – the kind of authority that, as Gadamer put it, “cannot actually be 

bestowed but is earned” – that we, the project members, want to pass on to our students and disseminate 

to the broader public. Since this authority is one based on knowledge, teaching has first priority in the 

Screen Cultures project. We hold that there is a basic need for media literacy that currently finds its 

greatest challenge in the inevitability with which we are being drawn towards our screens. Therefore, as 

screen edges have become the ledges of what we know, what is at stake in any critical reflection of 

contemporary culture is an account of the losses that our screen obsession brings about. Put in question 

form: What knowledges and truths, traditions and skills are relegated off-screen and, hence, into oblivion 

and virtual non-existence? For example, trivial tasks, such as solving math problems without the 

smartphone calculator app, designing the outline of a complex argument or simply taking notes with pen 

and paper are still crucial for intellectual development and emotional intelligence and need to be acquired 

and maintained in tandem with on-screen competences (experience from the IMK Media Literacy course, 

convened by Charles Ess at IMK Fall 2018, will feed into the project).  

Thus, in order to provide students and the general public with a systematic set of courses 

in screen/media literacy we are developing an MA programme in Screen Cultures which will be the 

centerpiece of our proposed project.  Secondly, this programme will be accompanied and supported by a 

BA course module on Screen Cultures that will serve as a first introduction to the field, breaking down 

the main themes and issues of the MA programme to bitesize pieces and inviting students at an earlier 

stage to take an interest in the field. (A 20 pts. pilot version of this course is currently being prepared by 

Jon Inge Faldalen at IMK for the 2018 spring term). Thirdly, research nodes will be centered on the 

course units of the MA programme. These nodes are to form centers of action where the course conveners 

and lecturers from the various departments involved in the programme can meet, exchange ideas and start 

cooperating on research projects growing out of the mutual and/or complementary interests, within and 

between the nodes. Additionally, as part of the project’s wider efforts at unearthing the Faculty’s 

interdisciplinary potentials, we will compose a new “40 group” that will draw upon, assemble and put 

into contact with each other those “screen/moving image” courses that are already on offer at the various 

departments but have so far been existing in isolation (for a complete list see footnote 1). In this way, the 
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project wishes to blur the boundaries between research and instruction, letting the teaching take the lead 

and research grow out of it, by actualizing what the HF2020 white paper recommends as “increased 

individual attention” and what Vincent Tinto, in Completing College. Rethinking Institutional 

Action (2012), drives at when he demands increased student “involvement” and a higher degree of 

“assessment and feedback” from academic staff to increase the number of students completing their 

degrees.   

Instructional cooperation 

Since we do not have space here to elaborate on all teaching we envisage, we here focus on the MA 

programme, since it is one of the key interventions. All in all, the Screen Cultures MA programme is to 

consist of five courses, with a thesis as final assignment. The MA programme will follow the common 

structure of a two-year, four-term track. As is routine practice, students will be assigned supervisors and 

embark on their theses as soon as they have secured and defined their research interest, although no later 

than the beginning of the second year. Work on the thesis will be continuous throughout the whole stretch 

of the programme (and will be credited with 10 pts. per term).  

For the programme’s initial year, we expect 15 to 20 full-time MA students. Throughout the five 

years of the Faculty’s strategic initiative, between 120 and 150 BA and MA students will benefit from 

what will amount to a roster of nine courses in all. Ultimately, this programme will be financed and 

maintained by IMK beyond the initial funding period. As outlined above, the MA courses will function as 

research nodes for the project’s participants across the Faculty. They are: Screen histories, aesthetics, 

theories, technologies, and politics. In line with HF’s whitepaper (HF 2020) that calls for more teaching 

in the English language, all courses in the MA programme will be given in English. At the same time, 

however, students will be able to choose whether they want to be supervised in English or a Nordic 

language. Here is the planned course structure of the MA programme:  

First semester  Second semester Third semester    Fourth semester 

Thesis (10 pts.)  Thesis (10 pts.)  Thesis (10 pts.)    Thesis (30 pts.) 

Screen 1: Histories Screen 2: Aesthetics  Screen 4: Technologies 

(20 pts.) (10 pts.) and Screen (10 pts.) and Screen 5: 

3: Theories (10 pts.) Politics (10 pts.) 

In the first semester (Fall 2020), students will take the Screen Histories course (20 pts.). This course will 

be taught by a selection of prominent researchers in the field, such as Blom, Cubitt, Faldalen, Hausken, 

Jerslev, Liestøl, Lundblad, McNicol, Oxfeldt, Solum, Stegewerns, Vermeulen, Väliaho, and Ytreberg. 

The course will be open to the public and held partly at Cinemateket and at the National Library in Oslo. 

Lecturers will not just seek to unearth the various historical instantiations of screens and their cultural-

political meanings but try to recreate the historical screen cultures, so that students will be able to 

experience, for instance, the camera obscura, the Lumière screens of 1895, the piano-accompanied silent 

movies of the 1910s and 1920s, the 3D screens of the 1950s, and the 70mm screen of the 1970s. Such 

experiences, we argue, have a strong potential to shed light also onto our contemporary screen cultures, 

the specificities of which are all too often drowned out by our mundane, everyday encounters with them. 

And talking about such everyday encounters: Some of the lectures will be given from living rooms, with 

students being enabled to both experience and learn about tv- and computer-screen mediated 

communication, its contexts and modalities – whether they are at home, in the library or on the subway.  

In the second semester (Spring 2021), students will take the Screen Aesthetics (10 pts.) and Screen 

Theories (10 pts.) courses. Possible teachers for Screen Aesthetics, a course that concentrates on strategies 

of (re)presentation, are Archetti, Blom, Ess, Faldalen, Gjelsvik, Hausken, Jerslev, Krüger Kukkonen, 

Liestøl, Lothe, Lundblad, McNicol, Nielsen, Oxfeldt, Refsum, Saric, Solum, Stegewerns, Vermeulen, 

Väliaho, and Yang. As part of this course, students will curate a screening series at Cinemateket, 

providing practical professional skills. Possible teachers for Screen Theories are Blom, Faldalen, 

Hausken, Solum, Valiäho, and Vermeulen. This course will for instance help students sharpen their own 

research questions, and discussions in the teacher collective will foster research ideas around foundational 

concepts such as screen and image.  
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During the third term (Fall 2021), students are scheduled for the Screen Technologies (10 pts.) and 

Screen Politics (10 pts.) courses. Possible teachers for Screen Technologies are Blom, Cubitt, Ess, 

Fagerjord, Faldalen, Hausken, Liestøl, Lundblad, and Väliaho. During the course, students will visit 

screen (content) producers, such as Telenor, NRK, HBO Nordic or a film set. As part of the course 

seminars, the students will take part in concrete publication processes of one or more of their teachers, 

discussing, commenting and writing on the submitting, review, and potential revising and resubmitting 

processes of actual papers. Based on concrete experience from the IMK course Digitale medier: 

konstruksjon og interpretasjon, 3-4 student papers will as well be developed into published peer-reviewed 

articles. Teachers for Screen Politics are Hausken, Krüger and Vermeulen. As an innovative evaluation 

format, the students will arrange and present a paper on a Screen Cultures conference, chaired by the 

teachers. A potential focus of this course could revolve around the question of whether there exists a 

particular Nordic screen culture, often seen as slow in its approaches to technologies, aesthetics, and 

politics. 

Finally, semester four (Spring 2022) will be reserved for the rounding off of students’ theses, 

which will happen in close contact with the supervisors (30 pts.). Having the same class of students 

throughout every course in the two-year master’s will help more students complete the programme. 

Screen Cultures shares the aim set out in the HF2020 whitepaper of «better quality of instruction» 

through, amongst other things, «a strong interdisciplinary profile» and the desire and potential «to further 

develop this» through «increased scholarly collaboration», as well as meeting the need for new English 

language courses. The development and integration of the currently existing courses and the creation of 

an entirely new study programme will improve the Faculty’s educational activities throughout, with 

cooperations between several departments at HF and units outside the Faculty. The degree of 

interdisciplinarity has potential for improving the quality of instruction, making teaching more dialogical 

and accessible to the students, making it possible that more students complete their programmes of 

studies. The Screen Cultures MA will therefore focus on supervision and have more and closer 

encounters between instructors and students than usual programmes, what HF2020 describes as 

«increased individual attention». The participant professors, associate professors and lecturers are all 

known for their quality of instruction, supervision and research.  

  

Innovative, interdisciplinary research 

In order to exemplify how we envision the relationship between teaching and research in the Screen 

Cultures project, we would like to briefly return to the MA course Screen Aesthetics, presented above. 

This course would bring together scholars from across the Faculty that have each studied screen 

representations individually in the past – Ytreberg, for instance, has studied the representation of polar 

regions in documentary film, whilst Liestøl has looked at historical imagination through mobile screens; 

Gjelsvik has examined depictions of gender in cinema; Archetti has done research on news about 

migrants; Rustad has a widespread focus on youth in tv-fiction. Additionally, there are media-aesthetic 

approaches to terrorism (Hausken), analyses of sci-fi futures (Ess and Lundblad), cartoons (Kukkonen), 

data (Cubitt), and so on. The course on screen aesthetics would allow for each of these researchers, their 

interests and skills to come together to begin thinking about the properties of the media and their 

environments across a range of disciplines. Concentrating on the trajectories of specific representational 

issues across screens in time, looking at the ways in which, say, representations of climate change differ 

depending on whether they are shown on a wide screen or a smart phone or in VR is just one example of 

a viable, productive research focus. Similarly, extending Liestøl’s approach to studying and teaching 

historical events and processes through situated screen simulations to other issues, such as gender, race, 

age and class, would be an immensely fertile endeavour. During the funding period, we will focus on a 

number of concrete, pointed projects, in which we will seek to include the students in different ways 

(reviewing of papers, conference participation etc.), in this way bringing forth a new generation of 

scholars, critics and professionals. 
 

Output and outreach 
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Summing up, we believe that the project is innovative in both research and teaching. The seminars of the 

MA programme in various environments outside the class room will provide our students with 

“something extra” in terms of academic content. Lectures in (cooperation with) cinemas, galleries, in 

living rooms or on public transport, curating film series and participating in conferences, we hope, will 

significantly raise the quality of students’ education with an eye to today’s experience economy.  

The MA programme will have its home at IMK, but, as detailed above, there will be cooperation 

across the Faculty as concerns the concrete course work and the research projects, which are to grow out 

of the teaching and are to run parallel to it. There are over a dozen relevant international and national 

collaborators, bringing together as many as 37 tenured professors, associate professors, and lecturers, 

postdocs and PhD candidates, from eight departments and centres at the Faculty. All courses and 

corresponding research nodes will be conceived with a high degree of interdisciplinarity. This 

interdisciplinarity is already established through several years’ cooperation in existing courses, such as 

Alternativ film, which has been a cooperation between Faldalen, Solum (both IMK) and Stegewerns 

(IKOS). Screen Cultures will build on and add to this stock, developing lasting cooperations in both 

teaching and research at the Faculty.  

We will meet quarterly from 2019 to 2023, at the beginning and end of each term. The concrete 

research nodes will meet quarterly for seminars during the same period. We propose to use funding for a 

number of positions: a permanent (associate) professor and/or a lecturer (that IMK will fund after the 

initial period), and a professor II, all assigned to the MA programme and accompanying research. The 

projected “media history” position at IMK could in addition be designated as a “screen history” position. 

We also propose to invest in infrastructure, an innovative classroom, with state of the art screen facilities, 

adjustable seating possibilities (round-table) etc. Furthermore, we will of course arrange several research 

conferences and symposia, publish joint anthologies, special issues, articles, and monographs, and 

disseminate findings to a larger public through open lectures (on- and off-screen), journalistic essays and 

commentaries, blogs and podcasts. 

We have already established teaching and research partnerships with institutions renowned for 

their expertise in the field, such as the Department of Art History at the University of Chicago (Tom 

Gunning); Screen Cultures at Northwestern University (Lynn Spigel); the Department of Media and 

Communications at Goldsmiths, University of London (Sean Cubitt); the German Visual 

Communications research group (DGPuK Visuelle Kommunikation) (Katharina Lobinger); the National 

Library of Norway (Eivind Røssaak); the Film Institute/Cinemateket in Oslo (Jan Langlo), as well as the 

Dutch, Belgian, Danish, and Swedish film institutes; Kunstnernes Hus Kino (Maria Moseng); the 

Department of Information Science and Media Studies at the University of Bergen (Asbjørn Grønstad); 

the Media Acts Research Group at NTNU (Nina Lager Vestberg, Aud Sissel Hoel, Anne Gjelsvik and 

Sara Brinch); Nordland Kunst- og Filmskole (Synne Tollerud Bull); and HiOA. 

The significant number of project participants have individually and collectively great potential to 

acquire additional external research funding, nationally and internationally. The participants have 

documented experience with being awarded funds from the NRC and the EU. Screen Cultures aims to 

attract external funding for example from thematic calls within Horizon 2020, future Centres of 

Excellence, HERA, and Collaborative and Commissioned Projects, focused on technological shifts. 
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